
November 17, 2015

Curriculum at a Glance!
Science- Our new unit on decomposers and the food chain will 

begin next week. Please let us know if you have anything to 

contribute to this unit. We always appreciate relevant reading 

materials or guest presentations. !

Sight Words (words we are learning to read and write from 

memory)- Dear, Love, my, the, and, was, play, write, paint, is, I, a, to, by, 

we, said, then, were, saw     Word Endings- ed, ing   !

Literacy- We are discussing the vowels and how “when two vowels 

go walking, the first one does the talking” (ex- in “boat”, the o says 

its name and the a is silent). We are discussing how some words 

begin with a silent w (write).  In addition, names and sentences 

begin with a capital letter. Most other letters are written as lower-
case. Some students are beginning to add punctuation to their 

writing.  Our reading buddies from the Forest Grove Community 
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This week students and teachers 
are developing questions and 
wonderings that will guide our 
exploration of decomposers and 
their impact on our food chain.   

!
Our mapping unit culminated 
with a collaborative map of the 
United States.  We will continue 
the Flat Stanley project 
throughout the school year. 

Upcoming Food Chain Unit!
Wiggly worms found outside led to many questions about 
worms, decomposition and food chains… We will begin this new 
unit of study next week. 
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School will be visiting this Thursday. We will continue this reading 

partnership throughout the school year. We are also practicing neat 

letter formation during penmanship.  Some students have chosen 

to study cursive as well. !

Numeracy- We are finishing up our study of estimation.  Next 

week you will notice a new math activity at the morning math 

table. During calendar this month we are working on an ABCDD 

number pattern using country flags designed by students. We are 

skip counting by 2s, 3s, 5s, and 10s. The kinder guided math group 

is working on making sets of a specific number and writing 

numbers 1-20.  First grade groups are working on creating their 

own story problems using words, pictures, and equations.  They are 

practicing solving story problems with three addends.  They are 

also working on showing numbers in the hundreds and thousands 

with place value blocks. We frequently use the Bedtime Math app 

as a whole group to solve interesting math story problems.  We 

have been playing the following board games: Dino Tracks Place 

Value game, Chinese Checkers, Monopoly Junior, and Sum Swamp.  !

Engineering- Students are working in teams to create a simple 

machine (Rube Goldberg contraption) that takes three different 

steps to make a ball roll into a cup. Students are sketching 

blueprints for their contraption designs, building the contraption, 

testing, modifying their designs, and retesting. Throughout the 

process students are gaining experience with the laws of motion, 

scientific problem-solving, ramps and pathways, and cause and 

effect relationships. !

Writing- Authors are working on writing sight words from 

memory and sounding out unfamiliar words by listening to, and 

recording, each sound they hear. We are working on adding 

interesting details to our stories and using descriptive adjectives in 

our sentences.!

Art- Students have been collecting beautiful fall leaves and using 

them in guided art projects. In addition to leaf printing and 

collages, artists have also been creating three-dimensional wire art. !

Science- Last week we were examining honeybees with the digital 

microscopes and noticed a living creature on the honeybee.  We 

had to conduct research to determine that the parasite was a 

Varroa Mite. 
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Stone Soup on 
November 24th.  
Please bring your 
vegetable to school by 
Monday, November 
23rd.  


